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ABSTRACT: This paper describes the synthesis and charac-
terization of a class of highly stretchable and degradable semi-
conducting polymers. These materials are block copolymers
(BCPs) in which the semiconducting blocks are based on the
diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP) unit flanked by furan rings and
the insulating blocks are poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL). The com-
bination of stiff conjugated segments with flexible aliphatic
polyesters produces materials that can be stretched >100%.
Remarkably, BCPs containing up to 90 wt % of insulating
PCL have the same field-effect mobility as the pure semi-
conductor. Spectroscopic (ultraviolet−visible absorption) and morphological (atomic force microscopic) evidence suggests that
the semiconducting blocks form aggregated and percolated structures with increasing content of the insulating PCL. Both PDPP
and PCL segments in the BCPs degrade under simulated physiological conditions. Such materials could find use in wearable,
implantable, and disposable electronic devices.

■ INTRODUCTION

Semiconducting polymers and biomacromolecules share few
characteristics beyond the fact that their molecular structures
contain carbon and thus that they share the classification of
“organic”. Electronic materials that combine semiconducting
properties with properties inspired by biological tissue, how-
ever, have the potential to enable a new class of wearable, implant-
able, and disposable devices. Mechanical compliance commensu-
rate with that of the skin and internal organs could permit
seamless interfaces between synthetic materials and these bio-
logical structures.1−4 Moreover, the property of biodegradability
could eliminate the need for surgeries to remove implanted
devices and could reduce the environmental impact of their
disposal. Currently, the most successful approach to endowing
medical devices with stretchability and biodegradability is based
on silicon nanomembranes and metallic interconnects.5 Semi-
conducting polymers, on the other hand, offer the possibilities
of synthetic tunability, oxide-free interfaces, mechanical tough-
ness, detection of a range of physiological signals, and the
potential for scalable manufacturing by printing.6 This article
describes highly stretchable and biodegradable block copoly-
mers based on diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)7a component of
semiconducting polymers that have achieved high charge-carrier
mobilities (∼1 cm2 V−1 s−1) in organic field-effect transistors
(OFETs)8,9and poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), an aliphatic
polyester that degrades under simulated physiological con-
ditions.10 Remarkably, one of the materials synthesized exhibits
no decrease in charge-carrier mobility in OFET even with

insulating PCL content up to 90 wt %. The invariance in
mobility suggests that stretchability and biodegradability can
be incorporated into semiconducting polymers.
One of the long-purported advantages of organic semi-

conductors is mechanical compliance, i.e., flexibility and stretch-
ability. Semiconducting polymers in particular are logical can-
didates for applications demanding deformability because poly-
mer chains form entanglements, which produce the extensi-
bility and toughness characteristics of plastics. The rigidity of
the π-conjugated units, the semicrystalline microstructure, and
the generally high glass transition temperatures, however, are
usually incompatible with mechanical softness. Several approaches
have been used to circumvent the apparent incompatibility of
semiconducting behavior and mechanical softness.11 One goal
of this research is to achieve stretchability ≥50%, which is sim-
ilar to that of human skin.12 One approach to improving the mech-
anical robustness of polymer semiconductors is to blend amor-
phous insulating polymer with semiconducting polymers.13−16

Blending, however, leads to large-scale phase separation, which
may limit charge transport. Alternatively, polymer semi-
conductors can be synthetically modified to improve their
mechanical properties (e.g., engineering the backbone and side
chain) to produce single-component materials not susceptible
to phase separation.17−20
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Devices that degrade into harmless byproducts have the poten-
tial to reduce surgeries for removal, which will be desirable given
the risk of hospital-borne illness. Moreover, materials that degrade
in the environment have the potential to decrease e-waste.
Recently, the Bao laboratory reported a degradable low-bandgap
semiconducting polymer with a high charge-carrier mobility.21

This material was condensed through imine linkages, which
require acidic conditions to hydrolyze. Moreover, the mech-
anical properties of these materials were not reported.
In this work, we designed a new class of stretchable and bio-

degradable semiconductors whose defining structural motif is a
segmented copolymer with semiconducting conjugated seg-
ments linked by soft, biodegradable PCL segments. We mea-
sured the mechanical properties, field-effect mobility, and bio-
degradability of these polymers in phosphate buffers solution.
By tuning the structure of the semiconducting segment, it was
possible to retain interconnected pathways for charge transport
even with high loadings of the insulating fraction. The approach
shown in this work could be extended to various conjugated
polymers that are synthesized by coupling polymerizations.22,23

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of Conjugated Blocks. The synthetic scheme is

depicted in Scheme 1. For the BCP-T blocks, DPP-Br (499 mg,
0.570 mmol), 2,5-bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (T) (247 mg,
0.600 mmol), 5-bromo-2-thiophenemethanol (T-OH) (11.9 mg,
0.060 mmol), tris(dibenzylideneacetone)dipalladium(0) (Pd2(dba)3,
2.7 mol %), and tri(o-tolyl)phosphine (P(o-tol)3, 10.7 mol %) were
charged within a 25 mL three-necked flask, cycled with nitrogen, and
subsequently dissolved in 10 mL of degassed chlorobenzene (CB). The
mixture was stirred for 20 h at 110 °C. The reaction mixture was
allowed to cool to 25 °C, 5 mL of CHCl3 was added, and the polymer
precipitated into methanol (200 mL). The precipitate was purified via
Soxhlet extraction for 4 h with methanol and 6 h with acetone,
followed by collection in CHCl3. The polymer T-0 was obtained as a
dark blue solid (428 mg). A similar procedure for the BCP-TT blocks
is reported in the Supporting Information.

Synthesis of Soft Blocks. ε-Caprolactone (ε-CL) (2.28 g,
20.0 mmol) and 1,6-hexanediol (HDO) (11.8 mg, 0.10 mmol) were
charged within a 25 mL round-bottom flask, cycled with nitrogen, and
subsequently dissolved in 5 mL of degassed dichloromethane (CH2Cl2).
Then, a 1.0 wt % CH2Cl2-containing solution of trifluorometh-
anesulfonimide (HNTf2) (2.811 mg, 0.010 mmol) was added. The
mixture was stirred for 68 h at 25 °C. After that 5 mL of CHCl3 was
added to the reaction mixture, and the polymer precipitated into
methanol (90 mL). The precipitate was collected via centrifugation.
The polymer PCL was obtained as a white solid (428 mg).

Synthesis of Segmented Copolymer. For T-50: T-0 (75 mg,
3.7 mmol) and PCL (75 mg, 4.1 mmol) were charged within a 10 mL
round-bottom flask, cycled with nitrogen, and subsequently dissolved
in 1.5 mL of degassed CHCl3. Then, a 0.5 wt % CHCl3-containing
solution of hexamethylene diisocyanate (HMDI) (1.30 mg, 7.8 mmol)
was added. The mixture was stirred for 190 h at 50 °C. The polymer
was precipitated into methanol (80 mL). The precipitate was collected
via centrifugation. The polymer T-50 was obtained as a dark blue
solid (144 mg). The remaining BCPs were obtained by changing the
weight fraction of PCL and/or using TT-0.

Preparation of Substrates for Mechanical Testing. Glass
slides, cut into squares (1 in. ×1 in.) with a diamond-tipped scribe,
were used as substrates for the polymer thin films. The slides were
thoroughly cleaned in an ultrasonic bath in the following sequence of
10 min steps: powdered Alconox detergent dissolved in DI water, DI
water only, acetone, and then IPA. After that the slides were dried
with compressed (house) air and then treated with plasma (30 W) for
5 min at a base pressure of 200 mTorr of air to remove residual
organic debris and improve surface wettability.

Preparation of Films. Solutions of BCPs in CHCl3 (10 mg mL
−1)

were prepared and allowed to stir overnight. Prior to use, all solutions
were slightly heated (∼15 s) with a heat gun to promote dissolution
of the polymer; the solutions were then filtered with 0.45 μm PTFE
filters, immediately after which they were spin-coated (Headway
Research PWM32) onto the cleaned glass substrates at 1000 rpm
(ramping at 500 rpm s−1) for 120 s. These conditions produced films
of thicknesses ranging from 100 to 150 nm as determined by
profilometry (Dektak 150 Surface Profiler). Absorption maxima for
the BCP-T polymers: λmax T-0 = 798 nm, λmax T-50 = 796 nm, λmax
T-75 = 791 nm, λmax T-90 = 789 nm. Absorption maxima for the

Scheme 1. Synthetic Strategy for BCPs Containing DPP-Based Polymers and an Aliphatic Polyester: (a) Stille Coupling
Polymerization of DPP-Br, Stannane Compound, and End-Modifier; (b) Ring-Opening Polymerization of ε-Caprolactone
(ε-CL) with HDO; (c) Synthesis of BCPs with Diisocyanate Linker
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BCP-TT polymers: λmax TT-0 = 794 nm, λmax TT-50 = 794 nm, λmax
TT-75 = 794 nm, λmax TT-90 = 794 nm. Full absorption spectra are
available in Figure S38 of the Supporting Information.
Testing of Mechanical Properties. We examined cracking

behavior of thin film using a linear actuator and optical microscopy.
Spin-coated thin films were removed from plasma-treated glass sub-
strates and floated on a water surface. The films on water were trans-
ferred to stretchable PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) substrates.
PDMS was prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions at a
ratio of 10:1 (base:cross-linker) and cured at room temperature for
36−48 h prior to use for mechanical testing. For our stress−strain
curves, we use the film-on-water technique previously described by
Kim and co-workers.29,30

Measurement of Field-Effect Mobility. Highly doped n-type Si
wafers (0.001−0.005 Ω·cm) with 300 nm of thermal oxide were
sonicated for 10 min each in detergent solution (2% Alconox in
deionized (DI) water), DI water only, and isopropyl alcohol (IPA).
The substrates were then treated with plasma (30 W) for 5 min at a
base pressure of 200 mTorr and then placed in a 0.33 vol % solution
of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) in cyclohexane for 18 min. Samples
were rinsed with cyclohexane and then sonicated for 10 min in
chloroform (CHCl3) before spinning a 10 mg/mL solution of PDPP-
b-PCL in CHCl3 at 1500 rpm for 30 s. Samples were annealed at 100 °C
for 1 h. 40 nm thick Au electrodes were then thermally evaporated
with a length of 1000 μm and width of 30 μm. Samples were tested on
a Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer. Mobility was
extracted from the linear fit of the square root of the source-drain
current with respect to gate voltage in the saturation regime of the
transfer plots following standard literature procedures.31

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the conjugated segments, we chose a polymer based on the
N-substituted DPP unit flanked by two furan rings (Figure 1a).24

The DPP unit and furan rings are susceptible to decomposition
by acids, peroxides, and enzymes.21,25 We chose PCL for the
flexible segment since PCL exhibits high elongation at break
(>700%) and biodegradability.32 Our strategy to synthesize
BCPs involved connecting PDPP and PCL (PDPP-b-PCL) at
the respective end-hydroxyl units using diisocyanate linking
agents (Scheme 1). First, hydroxyl end-capped PDPP were
synthesized by Stille polymerization of DPP-Br with thiophene
(T) or thienothiophene (TT) bis-stannane in the presence of

5-bromo-2-thiophenemethanol as an end-capping agent
(Scheme 1a).26 Next, PCL was synthesized by ring-opening
polymerization using 1,6-hexanediol to afford hydroxyl-termi-
nated chains (Scheme 1b).27 The molecular weight of the
PDPPs and PCL we obtained were comparable. Finally, the
PDPP and PCL segments reacted with hexamethylene diiso-
cyanate to form urethane linkages (Scheme 1c).28 Since forma-
tion of the urethane linkage does not generate byproducts nor
requires a catalyst, the BCPs were easily purified. After final
reaction, we confirmed the increase of weight-average mole-
cular weight by GPC using both refractive index and ultraviolet−
visible (UV−vis) detectors, the formation of urethane linkages by
NMR, and the ratio of PDPP to PCL by NMR (Table S1 and
Figures S22−S36, Supporting Information). The synthetic strategy
does not exclude the formation of polymer chains arising from
homocoupling.
The tensile response of organic semiconductors is an impor-

tant predictor of their durability in actual devices.11 In particular,
a high elongation at break increases the robustness of devices
against fracture.20 To measure the mechanical properties of the
BCPs, we first used a “film-on-water” (FOW) technique orig-
inally described by Kim and co-workers.29,30 Spin-coated films
were removed from a glass substrate, floated on the surface of
water, and subjected to tensile pull testing to obtain the stress−
strain curves shown in Figure 1a. The improvement in mech-
anical robustness with increasing PCL content is clearly observed;
the toughness increased by a factor of 22 for the sample con-
taining 75 wt % of PCL compared to T-0 (Table S2). Further-
more, images of the breaking point, (Figure S39, Supporting
Information), demonstrate that increasing the PCL content
leads to fracture with greater ductile character. Importantly, the
films of T-50 and T-75 could withstand over 50% elongation
without fracturing.
Since semiconducting materials are fabricated on elastomeric

substrates in stretchable devices,1 we also measured the micro-
crack behavior on poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Figure 1b).
Thin, spin-coated films were removed from a glass substrate,
floated on the surface of water, transferred to PDMS, and dried
with compressed air. The fracture behavior of BCPs on elas-
tomers is correlated to the film-on-water measurements, and
T-50 and T-75 can be effectively stretched to 100% strain on
PDMS without resulting in any visible cracks. In comparison,
films of physical blends of T-0 and PCL 50/50 wt % (T-blend-50)
show pervasive cracking at 100% strain. These results reflect
the superiority of BCPs (i.e., covalently bonded polymers)as
opposed to physical blendsfor improved mechanical proper-
ties. We also applied this synthetic strategy to another DPP
segment in which the thiophene unit (T) was replaced with the
fused thienothiophene (TT) unit (TT-0). DPP units coupled
through the TT unit usually show higher charge carrier mobil-
ity than those coupled through the T unit but are less flexible.33

Using our approach, we again observed significant improvement
in stretchability, with homogeneous films achieving over 100%
strain without cracking (TT-50).
The charge-carrier mobility of semiconducting materials is

an important metric for device performance. Unfortunately,
many molecular design strategies that improve the stretchability
of materials often reduce their charge-carrier mobility.11 We mea-
sured charge-carrier mobility of our materials using top-contact,
bottom-gate field-effect transistors (FETs) after annealing at
100 °C for 1 h (Figure 2a). For the devices based on BCP-T,
we observed that the mobility declined with increasing PCL
content: the mobility of T-0 was an order of magnitude higher

Figure 1. (a) Determination of the effect of PCL content in PDPP-b-
PCL on mechanical properties. Stress−strain curves were obtained
from films suspended on water. (b) Schematic of the BCP polymers
stretched on PDMS. Optical micrographs of the cracking behavior of
BCP and blend films on PDMS at 100% strain and 100 cycles. Scale
bar: 500 μm.
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than that of T-90 (90 wt % PCL). In contrast, the devices
fabricated with BCP-TTs showed the remarkable result of no
appreciable change in mobility at any fraction up to 90 wt %
PCL. We hypothesized that this difference in electronic perfor-
mance between the segmented BCPs was due to the morphol-
ogical differences between the materials.34

To determine what morphological differences could account
for such different electronic behavior with high loadings of PCL,
we characterized the morphology of the films using atomic force
microscopy (AFM). Since the surface morphologies of as-spun
films resulted in images in which the two phases were poorly
differentiated, we observed microphase separation behavior of
PDPP segments after selectively etching the PCL segments by
exposing the BCP films to a solution of 0.5 M sodium hydro-
xide in water/methanol = 60/40 (vol/vol)% (0.5 M NaOH
solution). The removal of PCL was monitored by 1H NMR
spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 2b, comparison of the AFM
height images revealed that the PDPP segments in TT-75 thin
film formed more percolated, fiber-like networks than did the
segments in T-75 films, which formed disjointed globular
phases. This morphological observation is consistent with the
differences in electronic behavior of the two BCP systems and
can, in part, be attributed to an increase in the stiffness of the
PDPP segments containing TT units.
Charge transport through the PDPP phase is strongly influ-

enced by the ordering of PDPP segments. This molecular-scale
ordering can be correlated to the state of photophysical aggrega-
tion, which is observable through UV−vis absorption spec-
troscopy. To analyze the aggregation of PDPP segments in
BCPs, we measured the UV−vis spectra of BCP films after
annealing at 100 °C for 1 h (Figure 2c,d). As we increased PCL
content in the BCP-TTs, we observed a red-shift in absorbance
of PDPP segments and an increase in the relative height of the
0−0 to the 0−1 vibronic peaks (A0−0/A0−1), which correlated
to the strength of intrachain J-aggregation.35,36 This trend
implies that the aggregation of PDPP segments in the BCP-
TTs was enhanced by PCL. On the contrary, the BCP-Ts show
a decrease in A0−0/A0−1 as well as a blue-shift in absorbance,
indicating a disturbance of aggregation of PDPP segments by
the addition of PCL.
We then measured the degradation of BCP-T (Figure 3).

The amount of residual PCL was calculated by 1H NMR by
comparing the peak integration of PCL segments (4.1 ppm) to

that of hexyldecyl groups in PDPP segments (0.8 ppm). The PCL
segments in T-50 were completely degraded in a 0.5 M NaOH
solution in less than 3 days, confirming that PCL segments in

Figure 2. Characterization of electronic performance and morphology. (a) Schematic illustration of OFET structure and relationships between
charge-carrier mobility and PCL content, standard deviations of three distinct measurements. (b) AFM height images of thin films after immersion
in 0.5 M NaOH solution; scale bar: 300 nm. (c) UV−vis spectra showing the absorbance of BCPs thin films with different PCL content after
annealing at 100 °C for 1 h, normalized to the A0−1 peak of the pure conjugated block (T-0 or TT-0). (d) Relationship between relative heights of
vibronic peak (A0−0/A0−1) and PCL content.

Figure 3. Characterization of BCP-films degradability. Degradation of
a T-50 thin film for different immersion times in PBS at 37 °C and in
0.5 M NaOH solution at 25 °C. (a) Plot of residual PCL over time.
(b) UV−vis spectra of T-0 and T-50 for pristine films (solid line) and
after 12 weeks of immersion in PBS (dotted line) normalized to the
A0−1 peak of the pristine film, with the A0−0 peak present at 798 nm
and the A0−1 peak present at 720 nm. Spectra were obtained in
solution after dissolving (in chloroform) the portions of the films
which remained after treatment with NaOH or PBS. (c) AFM height
images of thin films before and after 12 weeks of immersion in PBS.
Ra is the average surface roughness of the scanned area. Scale bar: 1 μm.
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the BCP-Ts can be fully degraded. However, immersion of
T-50 in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH = 7.4)37 at
physiological temperature (37 °C) only degraded the PCL seg-
ments of T-50 to 48% of their original content after 12 weeks.
While the purpose of incorporating the hydrolyzable poly-

ester segments was to confine the degradation to these flexible
units, we could not discount the possibility that the conjugated
PDPP units were also degraded by PBS. To quantify the degra-
dation of the conjugated segments, we performed the following
experiment. First, we immersed a thin film of T-0 in PBS for
12 weeks. We then dissolved the film in chloroform and obtained
UV−vis spectra. We found that the ratio of the absorbance peaks,
A0−0/A0−1, decreased by 6% after this treatment (Figure 3b).
This result suggests that the conjugated unit itself was partially
degraded under these conditions. Although we were not able
to determine the identity of the products of degradation, we
hypothesize that this degradation is the result of the reaction
between the furan units and singlet oxygen generated from
light and oxygen.38 Again using the ratio A0−0/A0−1 as a metric,
degradation of the conjugated units of T-50 was twice as great
as for T-0. The difference may be because of faster degradation
kinetics of the conjugated units due to an increase in surface
area of the PDPP segments upon decomposition of the PCL.
AFM height images further supported our observations

regarding degradation of PDPP and PCL segments (Figure 3c).
The roughness of T-0 films increased after 12 weeks of immer-
sion in PBS; we attribute the increase in roughness to the
degradation of PDPP segments. On the other hand, the surface
morphology of T-50 films dramatically changed compared to
T-0 films due to the decomposition of PCL segments. The
average surface roughness (Ra) of T-50 films increased to a
similar value as the Ra of T-50 films etched with 0.5 M NaOH
solution (Figure S3).

■ CONCLUSION
We reported a new class of stretchable and degradable semi-
conducting polymers based on multiblock copolymers of PDPP
and PCL. Given that our approach to stretchability and
biodegradability is based on the addition of PCL segments, we
believe this approach is extendable to other conjugated poly-
mers. Furthermore, the retention of field-effect mobility in
these materials, particularly the BCP-TT series, suggests that
biologically inspired properties need not come at the expense
of electronic properties. These materials could lead to not only
devices that are stretchable, degradable, and disposable but
also those having other properties inspired by biological tissue,
namely self-repair.
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